All the reasons to love Bushmans Kloof

Nestled among the foothills of the Cederberg Mountains lies an ecological oasis and magical land which offers a distinctive wilderness
experience. Adventure through open plains and ancient sandstone formations, including over 130 sites of rock art paintings, some dating back as
far as 10,000 years. Be at one with nature at this multi-award winning retreat with awe-inspiring wildlife and reserve activities,
a multitude of dining experiences, and caring service with warm smiles at every turn.

Our location in the Cederberg
The journey to Bushmans Kloof provides one of the most beautiful drives in South Africa and delivers the
perfect prelude to a guests’ stay. Highlights include the laid-back village of Paternoster - the unlikely home
of some of the country’s best restaurants, pristine sandy beaches, and a fascinating nature reserve – as
well as Clanwilliam, one of the oldest towns in South Africa.

Meet your host Rory in the land of the Bushman

Led by General Manager Rory du Plessis, with years of experience in the bush, Bushmans Kloof is part of The Red Carnation
Hotel Collection and a member of The Leading Hotels Of The World. We are a family of passionate people, with a warm,
inclusive ethos that embraces every aspect of our guests’ experiences.

Let us show you our open air Art Gallery

Bushman tribes have lived in these antediluvian mountains for 120,000 years. They are mankind’s oldest nation. Here, in their ancestral home,
the Bushman stained the rocks with oxide pigments, depicting a cultural and spiritual legacy that we at Bushmans Kloof are honoured to preserve
and protect today. Bushmans Kloof is the custodian of over 130 unique rock art sites, some as old as 10,000 years. The sites on the reserve may
be viewed by guests and since its founding, Bushmans Kloof has been dedicated to protecting this extraordinary treasure. We are proud to have
been awarded the status of a Grade 1 South African National Heritage Site, recognising our archaeological landscape.

Sample our vegetables fresh from the garden

Bushmans Kloof is the home of authentic Cape cuisine. As a Relais and Châteaux property, we have exceptionally high standards with
regards to the quality and creativity of our cuisine. Our organic garden provides the kitchens with fresh, robust produce, while indigenous
fynbos add a distinctly ‘Cape’ dimension to a fusion of innovative and traditional fare. Our passion for service and hospitality ensures
every meal is a special experience.

Enjoy a nibble before your afternoon Game Drive

Count how many animals and birds you can see

Explore the wilderness in all its diversity. Enjoy ever-changing
landscapes and some of the Cape’s most rare species that
we pride ourselves on protecting. Sundowners and picnics
are ever-popular, served at scenic spots
throughout the drive.

Witness a sprawling carpet of seasonal flowers

The spring flower season from July to October is undoubtedly one of our most favourite times of the year. The reserve and the Namaqualand
region comes alive with colour and brings with it the start of a new season. The carpets of Namaqualand daisies bring a pop of colour to our
landscape and an interesting perspective to our afternoon nature drives and botanical walks.

Savour our sumptuous Bush Luxury

Bushmans Kloof offers a range of beautifully proportioned rooms, suites and a private villa. We can accommodate 34 guests, all in sublimely
appointed spaces. Award-winning service, generous hospitality and luxurious finishes, such as our outstanding private art collection,
enhance the extraordinary environment of the Bushmans Kloof lodge. The splendid luxury of our accommodation amidst botanical gardens and
pristine wilderness will draw you into our special world, while small surprises and thoughtful touches throughout your stay augment the experience.

Dip your toes in the water

Relax in our secluded Cederberg House

Overlooking the tranquil banks of the Boontjies River, Cederberg House is inspired by the timeless design of Cape Dutch architecture and offers
an exclusive window to the wilderness beyond. Ideal for families and groups of friends, the house features a private guide to explore the
magical wilderness of Bushmans Kloof. This secluded sanctuary is the perfect retreat and includes ingeniously hidden state-of-the-art technology,
two large master suites each featuring their own outdoor shower, a fully stocked bar, dining room and living space.

Koro Lodge - your own private Wilderness

Koro Lodge is available year-round for friends and families to come together and enjoy a sublime location, where savage natural beauty is
juxtaposed with modern comforts, thoughtful touches and generous hospitality. The lodge is fully inclusive and entirely independent,
utilising its own chef and guide. Our passionate staff will help to create a fun-filled activity holiday, so that you and your children can explore the
natural abundance of the reserve, enjoy fantastic recreational pursuits and soak in the magic of this ancient landscape.

Thoughtful Touches from our friendly team

Every member is empowered to make a difference, offering exceptionally considerate attention to detail, and our warm,
South African ‘Welkom’ is as warm as our balmy weather. A favourite welcome drink on arrival, fresh-cut bouquets in the suites,
candlelit in-room dining overlooking your view, personalised gifts – these all create a cosseting experience that make guests feel truly valued.

Enjoy our sprawling Sports Arena

The healing properties of Bushmans Kloof are unique;
guests inhale the beauty of their surroundings by walking
with wildlife and enriching their minds with tales of ancient
Bushmen. A predator and malaria-free South African
Natural Heritage Site, enjoy invigorating outdoor activities
including nature drives, hiking trails, mountain biking,
fishing, canoeing, and swimming in clear rock pools.
Later we roll out a rug at the water’s edge, lay out a
delectable spread of homemade fare and you can
toast with a glass of something special....
the perfect picnic.

Have a massage overlooking the river

Embark on your Natural Wellness Journey

The surroundings are therapy in themselves, but The Spa
is the focus of the abundant natural healing energy one
experiences at Bushmans Kloof. Recent awards include
the Best Spa in Africa & Indian Ocean at the Global Spa
& Wellness Awards. It’s a peaceful sanctuary where one
can surrender to the ancient mystical powers of the
African landscape, rejuvenate all your senses, replenish
your spirit and achieve deep inner peace and
harmony. We are dedicated to restoring beauty and
balance through individual treatments and Spa journeys,
personalised for each of our guests by exceptionally
skilled therapists.

Learn about our Cape Leopard Trust

We are home to a rich array of indigenous wildlife within the Cederberg wilderness, including the rare and precious Cape Leopard.
Along with The TreadRight Foundation, Cheetah Outreach and The Cape Leopard Trust, we have purchased seven Anatolian Shepherd dogs
to act as livestock guardian dogs (LGDs) and safeguard these Cape Leopards. In addition, we are also the proud owner of one of the world’s
largest privately owned herds of Cape Mountain Zebras, and we are wholeheartedly committed to the protection of this beautiful animal.

Eat a local ‘Braai’ at our rustic farmhouse Kadoro

‘Kadoro’ means ‘tinderbox of stories’, a poetic and fitting name for this rustic, secluded cottage in the heart of the reserve. Originally an old
shepherd’s house, the structure has been renovated and furnished, but not modernised. Kadoro has no electricity; outside, the starlit
Cederberg Mountains wend their way into the distance under clear night skies. Ideal for romantic private dining and intimate groups, enjoy this
rural setting alongside an exquisite culinary experience of delicious braaivleis (barbecue) or wholesome soups and stews.

...or feast in our incredible Embers

Embers provides an extraordinary and breathtaking dining experience. Built into a natural sandstone amphitheatre, Embers is perched on a
dramatic cliff and overlooks the spectacular valley below. It is lit by a roaring fire, and a myriad candles and lanterns create a truly magical
atmosphere. Diners are spoilt for choice with a South African salad buffet and home baked breads, a choice of grills, including Karoo lamb,
traditional boerewors sausage, succulent steaks and chicken kebabs, and of course delectable desserts.
The vitality of the Cederberg pulses through giant boulders around you, while you enjoy an exceptional meal under the light of the moon.

....or Romance under the Milky Way

We Care about our children

Here at Bushmans Kloof, we are well aware of our extraordinary environment, and committed to conservation and social responsibility.
We are indebted to the land that sustains a plethora of plants and wildlife. We are also the proud partner of a number of local
projects, including local farming communities, the Amy Biel Foundation and Elizabethfontein Primary School.
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Our Property at a Glance
Rooms & Suites
• 16 rooms and suites
• Koro Lodge, a private villa
sleeping up to 10 guests
• Cedarberg House, a private house
ideal for families and groups of friends
• B|AFRICA signature amenities

Facilities
• Spa with riverside gazebo
• 4 outdoor pools, 1 heated
• The Heritage Centre
• The Walled Garden

Restaurants & Bars
• The Homestead - the heart of the lodge
• Makana - fireside feasting
• Embers - starlit al fresco dining
• Kadoro - secluded cottage venue
• The River Boma - romantic private dining

Groups & Events
• Four private event spaces and a conference room
• Bespoke events tailored to your needs
• Weddings

Activities
• 130 Rock Art sites
• Nature drives
• Hiking, biking, fishing, canoeing, archery
• Reserve picnics
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